
Why follow this training programme? 

 

People want to work in effective teams, 
make a difference in the world, follow their 
passion. But collaborating with other people 
costs time and energy, and does not always 
lead to the desired results. This training  
program explores some key questions: 

• Why does teamwork sometimes fail? 

• What approaches offer the best  

results? 

• How do you improve your ability to  

assist teams to work better? 

• For international work, what helps and 

what hinders collaboration? 

• How do you ensure people are satis-

fied after a meeting or workshop? 

• What underlying skills does one need 

to tackle different kinds of problems? 

• How does one design powerful 

events? 

What we explore in the training 

 

During this training we tackle three different 

kinds of approaches to workshops: 

• issue- versus opportunity-focus.  

• tight control versus letting go. 

• small group versus large group.  

 

We practice widely used techniques such as 

guided conversations, theory of change, open 

space technology and valuable principles like 

gradients of agreement (not just binary 

choices) and the divergence-chaos-

convergence models. We aim to celebrate 

the values of diversity in groups. 

 

You develop your ability to: 

• make agreements in a group to tackle 

issues and opportunities. 

• draw out people who remain silent and 

do not contribute their wisdom. 

• develop trust in the group and enable 

sharing of ideas and potentials. 

• help a group to deal with conflicts and 

difficult situations. 

The training helps you to develop your own 

awareness of your strengths and areas of 

improvement and to build confidence in your 

ability to make a difference in group work. 

Facilitating 

for 

Effect 

Getting the best from your team       Who will benefit from the training? 

This training program is intended for people 

who have to lead groups, especially diverse 

groups working internationally, and who wish 

to improve their own personal effectivity as 

a group leader or facilitator and assist their 

teams to achieve superior performance. 



     The trainers 

Trainer from  

Provenium / BFL Frank Little 

More than 20 years experience in 

facilitating workshops and confer-

ences. Believes that facilitating 

groups is the direction of the future. 

Trainer from MDF Training  

& Consultancy Jolanda Buter 

She has her roots in agriculture and 

development. For more than 20 years, 

she has trained people all over the 

world in effective facilitation of  

meetings and workshops. 

      Our approach to the training 
 

The training is offered by two experienced 

facilitators with international experience of 

leading diverse groups to solve difficult is-

sues. 

To ensure the best interaction between 

participants and enhance learning opportu-

nities the course involves between four and 

eight participants. 

 

Action learning 

• A little theory and a lot of practice. 

• Reflection and feedback on what you do. 

• Building on the experience in the group. 

IAF Competencies 

The six areas of competencies of the Inter-

national Association of Facilitators (IAF) 

form the basis of our own practice and 

work. The course provides a basic ground-

ing for possible future assessment as a 

Certified Professional Facilitator. 

Investment 

The investment in this course is € 2950  

excluding Dutch VAT. This includes course 

materials in digital form (PDF), coffee/tea/

refreshments during the days, and lunch.  

The terms given on the website of the Acad-

emy apply: www.facilitation-academy.nl. 
 

Location and course dates 

The training will be offered in a central loca-

tion in the Netherlands as three 2-day mod-

ules. We work from 09:00 to 17:30 hr.  For 

specific dates and locations please consult 

the website. 

Design 

This course is developed by MDF and  

Provenium / BFL. We are pleased to  

partner with their international facilitation 

experts.   

Registration 

Please register at the website.  

www.facilitation-academy.nl 

     Practical details 

Contact us 
The trainers are happy to answer any ques-

tions you may have about the training  

program. Use the web form on the  

website to contact us 

www.facilitation-academy.nl 

or  

Frank Little: +31-630-711850, bfl@xs4all.nl 

info@facilitation-academy.nl 


